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High inertness of W@Si12 cluster toward O2 molecule
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The geometry, electronic structure, and reactivity with O2 molecules of an isolated W@Si12 cluster have
been investigated by first principles simulations. The results confirm that O2 can weakly adsorb on
the HP-W@Si12 cage with a binding energy of 0.004 to 0.027 eV. O2 may dissociate on the cluster by
overcoming energy barrier of at least 0.593 eV. However, this is a spin-forbidden reaction, rendering
the high inertness of the HP-W@Si12 cluster toward O2. These results confirm the high inertness of
the W@Si12 cluster toward O2 molecules in ambient conditions, in close agreement with experimental
observations of magic cluster of W@Si12.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Since the discovery of highly stable cage-like C60 fullerenes [1],
the search for carbon-free clusters, such as Sin cages, has attracted
considerable attention, particularly due to the exceptional promi-
nence of silicon in the microelectronics industry. These Sin clusters
have been extensively investigated both experimentally and the-
oretically as potential building blocks for the assembly of highly
functional nano-devices [2–7]. Unfortunately, stable cage-like Si
structures are difficult to synthesize because sp2 hybridization,
which is essential to induce closed cage structures, is energeti-
cally unfavorable in pure Si systems. However, stable Si clusters
can be synthesized by the incorporation of suitable foreign atoms
to terminate the dangling bonds of Si. For example, external hy-
drogen atoms are introduced to saturate the dangling bonds, while
the sp3 hybridization is also strengthened [8]. Alternatively, encap-
sulation of transition metal (TM) has also been used to stabilize
size-selected cage clusters, as suggested by the experimental work
of Beck [9,10] and later confirmed by theoretical calculations [11].
Subsequently, much effort has been expended on the stabilization
of silicon cages with significantly large gaps of the highest occu-
pied and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (HOMO–LUMO)
by encapsulation of appropriate TM atoms. For example, forma-
tion of stable MSi+n cluster ions (n = 9, 11, 12 13, 14; M = Hf,
Ta, W, Re, Ir, etc.) were studied experimentally by Hiura et al. [12]
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and theoretically by Uchida et al. [13], suggesting that the highly
stable TM@Si12 is either a TM-encapsulated hexagonal prism (HP)
cage [8,12–16] or a less-symmetric four pentagonal face (FPF) cage;
the structures can be understood in terms of the electronic shell
closure due to the 18- and the 20-electron rules, respectively. In-
terestingly, Kumar and Kawazoe [11] also reported cubic caged
TM@Si14 (TM = Fe, Ru, Os) and fullerenelike (F)TM@Si16 (TM =
Hf, Zr) cages with HOMO–LUMO gaps of about 1.5 eV, and Frank–
Kasper (FK) tetrahedral TM@Si16 (TM = Ti, Hf) cages with HOMO–
LUMO gaps of about 2.35 eV, respectively, an indication of high
chemical inertness. To understand the mechanism of the stability
of these TM@Sin clusters, Khanna et al. [17] and Reveles [18] stud-
ied the properties of SinCr clusters (n = 11–14), TM@Si12 (TM =
Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) and TM@Sin (TM = Sc, Ti, and V;
n = 15–17), identifying that their stabilities may be consistent with
the 18- or the 20-electron rule. In contrast, a recent systematic
density-functional investigation [19] claimed that the stabilities
of TM@Sin clusters (TM = Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn;
n = 8–16) cannot be simply understood by the electron shell filling
(18- or 20-electron) rule. The mechanisms underlying their stabil-
ity should be further investigated.

It is also of interest to study the stability of these Si-based
clusters upon exposure to oxygen. The relative stabilities of free
standing Sin clusters exposed to oxygen have been extensively
studied both experimentally [20,21] and theoretically [6,22]. How-
ever, there is a paucity of systematic investigation on the sta-
bility of these TM encapsulated TM@Sin clusters with respect
to oxidation, though the adsorption behavior of H2O on Ti-
doped Sin clusters has been investigated both experimentally and
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theoretically [23,24]. The results show that smaller Ti-doped Sin
clusters (n < 12) with the Ti atom partially obscured by Si atoms is
available for reaction with a H2O molecule, whereas larger Ti@Sin
clusters (n > 12) are highly inert toward H2O [24], implying that a
steric effect plays a key role in their stabilities.

In these stable TM@Sin clusters, TM@Si12 was predicted as a
cage network with a HP structure [12–17,25]. For instance, a HP-
Ta@Si12 structure was observed by scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) on the Si(111)-(7 × 7) surface. Such HP-TM@Si12 clusters
were studied for the assembly of one-dimensional Si nanowires
or nanotubes [26], due to the high stability and high symmetry
of the HP configuration. However, some very important questions
still need to be addressed, for example: 1) How inert are these
TM@Si12 clusters toward oxidation? 2) What is the process for an
O2 molecule reacting with the TM@Si12 cluster? 3) How does oxy-
gen affect the geometric and electronic structures?

To shed light on the above questions, we perform first-
principles calculations to probe the interaction of an oxygen
molecule with the W@Si12 cluster, which has been previously re-
ported to possess the largest HOMO–LUMO gap and the highest
binding energy (18 electrons) among all of the TM@Si12 clus-
ters [13–17]. The rest of the Letter is organized as follows: in
Section 2, we describe the calculation method. The results and dis-
cussion are presented in Section 3, and finally we draw our main
conclusions in Section 4.

2. Method

Spin-polarized calculations were carried out using the Vienna
ab initio simulation package (VASP) [27] with the exchange-
correlation energy correction described by the Perdew–Burke–
Ernzerhof [28] parameterization. The interaction between the ions
and valence electrons is described by the PAW potential [29]. The
wave functions are expanded in a plane wave basis with an en-
ergy cut-off of 400 eV. As we used a simple cubic cell with a large
lattice constant of 15 Å, only the Γ point was selected for the
Brillouin zone integration. In the self-consistent field calculations,
the accuracy is converged up to 10−4 eV. The atomic positions
were optimized by the conjugate gradient (CG) [30] method, with
the force convergence set to 0.02 eV/Å, these convergence cri-
teria can guarantee the accuracy of the total energy reaches to
10−3 eV/atom. To investigate the adsorption behavior of the O2
molecule on W@Si12, we first optimized the structures of the
W@Si12 cluster and the isolated O2, respectively; and then the
whole structure by initially setting the oxygen molecule 4.0 Å away
from the W@Si12 cluster. Various possible reaction paths were
tested by the placement of the O2 around different sites of the
W@Si12 cluster with different O2 orientations. Comparison of the
total energies of these optimized clusters leads to the final prod-
uct geometry of O2-W@Si12. By using the improved nudged elastic
band [31] method with four interaction images, we systematically
investigated the minimum energy path (MEP) of the adsorption
process. The above method and model have been verified to be
of sufficient accuracy to describe the adsorption behavior of O2
molecules on Sin [6] and Ban [32] clusters in our previous calcula-
tions.

3. Results and discussion

First, we optimized the geometric structures of the W@Si12
cluster with many initial configurations, including some low sym-
metry candidates where the W atom resides on the cluster surface
as generated by high temperature molecular dynamics, and some
high symmetry structures, such as HP-W@Si12, the anti-hexagonal
prism (AHP) cage and FPF-W@Si12. Our results show that the W
atom prefers to reside at the cluster center, leading to five stable
Fig. 1. (Color online.) The most stable structure and low-lying isomers of the W@Si12

cluster are shown in (a)–(e), and marked with relative energies (in eV). HP: hexag-
onal prism; AHP: anti-hexagonal prism; TPF: two pentagonal face; FPF: four pen-
tagonal face; and Basket structures are presented. For comparison, the most stable
structure of Si13 cluster is also shown in (f). The Si atoms are in orange, and the W
atom in yellow.

Table 1
Formation energy of W@Si12 cluster, Ef = −(E(W@Si12) − 12E(Siatom) − E(Watom))

(eV). For the case of Si13, Ef = −(E(Si13) − 13E(Siatom)) (eV). The average W–Si
bond length, R(W–Si) (Å) and the HOMO–LUMO gap, Egap (eV) for the ground
state and the low-lying isomers of the W@Si12 cluster. The formation energy,
Ef = −(E(HP-W@Si12)− E(Si12)− E(Watom)) (Ef = −(E(Si13)− E(Si12)− E(Siatom)))
for a single W (Si) atom reacting with the ground state structure of Si12 (Ref. [6]),
leading to the ground state structure of HP-W@Si12 (Si13) is also presented.

W@Si12 PAW–PBE PAW–PW91

Ef RW–Si Egap Ef RW–Si Egap

HP 53.679 2.664 1.411 54.513 2.665 1.392
AHP 53.211 2.672 1.145 53.953 2.676 1.139
TPF 52.203 2.692 1.230 53.079 2.697 1.223
FPF 52.040 2.656 0.342 52.864 2.658 0.265
Si13 48.680 – 1.050 49.404 – 1.043

W + Si12 8.484 – – 7.660 – –
Si + Si12 3.506 – – 2.706 – –

W-encapsulated Si cages, as seen in Fig. 1 and Table 1. Among
those, the HP-W@Si12 is the most stable, see Fig. 1(a), which is
in close agreement with previous reports [12–17,25]. Relative to
the formation (binding) energy of 48.680 eV for the most stable
pure Si13 cluster (see Fig. 1(f), Ref. [6]), the HP-W@Si12 possesses
a significantly larger value of 53.679 eV; the calculated formation
energy (Ef = −(E(HP-W@Si12) − E(Si12) − E(Watom))) is 8.484 eV
for a single W atom reacting with the ground state structure of
Si12 (Ref. [6]), leading to the structure of HP-W@Si12. However, the
formation energy of a single Si atom reacting with the most sta-
ble structure of Si12 is merely 3.506 eV, producing the most stable
Si13, Fig. 1(f). Note also that the HOMO–LUMO gap (which in DFT
calculations are generally underestimated and thus we emphasize
are qualitative) of the HP-W@Si12 cluster, at 1.414 eV, is larger than
that of the Si13 cluster, at 1.050 eV. All of this data indicates that
the stability of HP-W@Si12 is enhanced, relative to that of the Si13
cluster. The optimized AHP-W@Si12 cluster (which is the next low-
est in energy) is obtained by rotating one hexagonal ring 30 degree
relative to the other along the sextuple axis of D6h HP-W@Si12, and
is 0.468 eV less stable than the HP configuration, Fig. 1(b).
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Fig. 2. (Color online.) (a)–(f) Six initial adsorption sites for the O2 molecule on the HP-W@Si12 cluster while (a′)–(f′′) correspond to the respective final configurations.
As presented in Fig. 1(c), among other low-lying isomers of the
W@Si12 cluster is one which is very similar to that reported by
Hiura et al. [12], about 0.163 eV lower in energy than the FPF-
W@Si12 structure shown in Fig. 1(d). In this structure, there are
only two pentagonal faces — for simplicity, we name it the TPF-
W@Si12 structure. In our calculations, the TPF-W@Si12 cluster is
spin-singlet with a significant Egap as large as 1.230 eV. How-
ever, the FPF-W@Si12 is spin-triplet and possesses a small Egap of
0.342 eV due to spin-splitting. We emphasize that in Fig. 1(e), the
W atom is only partially surrounded by Si atoms, and this low-
lying isomer structure is very similar to that of the ground state
basket configuration of the Ti@Si12 cluster calculated by Kawa-
mura et al. [24]; however, it is 2.136 eV higher in energy than
HP-W@Si12. Other isomers with the W atom occupying the clus-
ter surface are very unstable and hence are not shown here. In
fact, we have also optimized these structures with a PAW–PW91
potential for comparison, as shown in Table 1. One observes that
both PAW–PBE and PAW–PW91 calculations obtained the same rel-
ative stability order for these structures, with almost the same
R(Si–W) bond lengths and Egap, although the PAW–PW91 method
finds slightly larger formation energies. In later sections, we use
the PAW–PBE potential for accuracy in describing the molecular
adsorption.

Considering the highly symmetric configuration of the HP-
W@Si12 cluster, we selected six possible initial adsorption sites
for single O2 molecule adsorption, as presented in Fig. 2. It is
noted that in all these six cases, the O2 molecule possesses very
small adsorption energy on the cluster (Eads ranging from 0.004
to 0.027 eV, Table 2) if the initial distance between the center of
the mass of the O2 molecule and the cage surface is larger than
3.5 Å. This result shows that there is no bonding between O2 and
the cluster according to PBE calculations. In the final configuration,
both O2 and the silicon cage remain intact and the system is in the
triplet state due to the paramagnetic property of the O2 molecule.
Table 2
Adsorption energy for O2 molecule chemisorption on the HP-W@Si12 cluster, Eads =
−(E(O2/HP-W@Si12) − E(O2) − E(W@Si12)) (eV): the values in the bracket denote
a weak molecular adsorption; R(Si–O) (Å) and Egap (eV) denote the average Si–O
bond length and the HOMO–LUMO gap for the O2/HP-W@Si12 product; Ebar (eV)
and R(O–O) correspond to the energy barrier for O2 dissociation and the O–O
bond length at the saddle point (the values in the bracket are obtained by spin-
conservation calculations).

Sites Eads (eV) RSi–O (Å) Egap (eV) Ebar (eV)/RO–O (Å)

(a) (0.009) 6.252 1.708 1.155 0.736/1.316 (0.960/1.346)
(b) (0.004) 0.970 2.082 1.275 0.456/1.265 (0.734/1.339)

(–) 6.088 1.703 1.162 0.016/1.512
(c) (0.027) 5.597 1.781 0.931 0.672/1.327 (0.755/1.363)
(d) (0.008) 4.039 1.542 1.344 0.474/1.319 (0.593/1.328)
(e) (0.020) 3.673 1.547 0.473 0.601/1.244 (0.881/1.293)
(f) (0.026) 2.832 1.726 1.002 1.102/1.344 (1.188/1.345)

However, if pushed gradually toward the HP-W@Si12 cluster, the
O2 molecule dissociates on the W@Si12 cage once the distance
between the O2 and the cluster surface is reduced to 2 Å, result-
ing in a product structure that is in the singlet state. Note that
this activation process is practically possible only if in very high
temperature and/or high pressure conditions, indicating the high
inertness of the cluster to O2. According to the order of adsorption
energy for O2 dissociative adsorption on the HP-W@Si12 cluster,
the initial (final) configurations for these six cases are shown from
Fig. 2(a) ((a′)) to Fig. 2(f) ((f′)), respectively, with path (a) showing
the largest adsorption energy of 6.252 eV and path (f) the smallest
of 2.832 eV, see Table 2.

An exception is case (b), in which the O2 first adsorbs as a
molecule on the cage with an O–O bond length of 1.483 Å and an
Eads of 0.970 eV, Fig. 2(b′) and Table 2. We note that structure (b′)
is nonmagnetic, and the O2 molecule adsorbs on the cage asym-
metrically with two short Si–O bonds of 1.937 Å and two long Si–O
bonds of 2.227 Å, respectively, indicating a strong chemisorption.
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Fig. 3. (Color online.) Minimum energy path (MEP) obtained by NEB calculations for
O2 dissociation on the HP-W@Si12 cluster. (a), (b) and (c) correspond to the reaction
with an initial adsorption site presented in Figs. 2(a), 2(d) and 2(f), respectively.

As one may expect, an introduction of a weak perturbation (about
0.016 eV, see later parts) induces the adsorbed O2 molecule to dis-
sociate, resulting in the structure of (b′′), lowering the total energy
by 5.118 eV, relative to configuration (b′).

As presented in Fig. 2 and Table 2, from a thermodynamic point
of view, it is surprising to note that the favorite adsorption site
for O2 on HP-W@Si12 is located by the side of the cage, Fig. 2(a),
rather than above the center of the hexagonal ring, Fig. 2(f), where
the W metal atom is half encapsulated. In fact, the smallest ad-
sorption energy is obtained at the (f) site. This suggests that ge-
ometry is not the only factor responsible for the inertness of the
HP-W@Si12 structure, though many previous investigations indicate
that TM@Si12 clusters (including HP-W@Si12) may be stabilized by
a geometric effect, i.e., the TM atom encapsulated in the silicon
cage is surrounded by twelve Si atoms and thus loses its reactiv-
ity. Thus, we deduce that the high inertness of W@Si12 as well as
its surprising inactivity toward O2 may originate from its unique
electronic structure, which will be further analyzed in another pa-
per [33].

Using the improved nudged elastic band [31] method with four
interaction images, we have systematically investigated the mini-
mum energy path (MEP) of the adsorption process, for all six cases.
The O–O bond lengths in the saddle points and the corresponding
kinetic energy barriers, Ebar, are shown in Table 2. For simplic-
ity, only three representative MEPs are shown in Figs. 3(a), 3(b)
and 3(c), corresponding to the initial adsorption sites in Figs. 2(a),
2(d) and 2(f), respectively. As mentioned above, it seems that the
O2 molecule prefers to react with the HP-W@Si12 cage from edge
sites, say (a) and (d), rather than the unfavorable site (f), which is
further confirmed by the MEP calculations: from site (d) ((a)), the
energy barrier (Ebar) is 0.474 (0.736) eV, whereas from site (f), it
is 1.102 eV.

One may note that in the case of (c), the O2 is also initially lo-
cated above the center of the hexagonal ring, and may dissociate
by overcoming a small energy barrier of 0.672 eV. However, we
stress that, firstly, the O2 adsorption energy difference between
cases (c) and (a) is 0.655 eV, and secondly the O2 dissociation
barriers from the initial adsorption sites (b), (d) and (e) are sig-
nificantly lower than that from (c): 0.456, 0.474 and 0.601 eV,
respectively. Therefore, we conclude that O2 prefers to interact
with the HP-W@Si12 cluster from the sites beside the cage, such
as (a), (b), (d), or (e), rather than above the center of the hexago-
nal ring. As aforementioned, finite and infinite TM@Si12 tubes have
been synthesized and may be used as nano-devices. Here, our pre-
diction indicates that in air and at high temperature conditions,
O2 molecules may react with the tube walls, but not with the tube
edges that may be already saturated by hydrogen atoms, which is
in stark contrast to the case of O2 reaction with carbon nanotubes,
where the preference is the edge sites [34].

To further understand the mechanism of the interaction, we
studied the electronic structure evolution of the HP-W@Si12 cage
during O2 adsorption and reaction, particularly the effect of oxy-
gen on the geometric and electronic properties. Fig. 4 presents the
electronic density of states (DOS) evolution for O2 dissociation on
the HP-W@Si12 cage from the initial adsorption site (a). It is shown
that upon O2 dissociative adsorption, the average W–Si bonds in-
crease from 2.664 to 2.676 Å, Table 2, and the HP cage also en-
larges correspondingly. From the DOS in Fig. 4, it is seen that in
the initial state (O2 molecule is about 3.5 Å away from the cage
surface), there is almost no significant hybridization between the
molecular states of O2 and those of the silicon cage. However, in
the transition states, the energy levels become significantly com-
plex and there are hybridizations between the 2pπ∗(2pπ) level of
the adsorbed O2 species with the silicon states. In particular, the
DOS of the final state also clearly indicates the strong hybridiza-
tion of the Si–O bonds, though the states of the W atom are only
slightly affected by the oxygen, due to the minor distortion of the
Si cage and associated minor changes in the Si–W interactions. In-
terestingly, we note that the O2 changes from triplet to a singlet
in the transition state (R(O–O) = 1.316 Å), indicating activation of
the O2 species. Such reaction is very similar to that of O2 with
pure Sin clusters [6]. We also emphasize that, in the cases of dis-
sociative adsorption, the oxygen states are occupied deep below
the Fermi level, and there is no oxygen defect state in the HOMO–
LUMO gap of the HP-W@Si12 cage, as shown in the final column of
Fig. 4.

We note that all the above calculations are performed in the
framework of non-conservation of spin, i.e., in the initial stage,
the system of O2 + W@Si12 with large separation distance is in
a spin-triplet state, but the product of reaction is spin-singlet. Ex-
perimentally, upon photoexcitation, the spin-triplet O2 molecules
can be changed to a spin-singlet state, leading to the subsequent
spin-singlet reaction products. However, in the absence of photo-
excitation, this is a spin-forbidden reaction. Thus, spin-conserved
calculations must be performed to correctly estimate the dissocia-
tion barrier for O2 molecule on W@Si12 cluster. Correspondingly,
we first performed spin-conserved (the system is kept as spin-
triplet state) NEB calculations on the three representative cases,
(a), (d) and (f), see Fig. 2, to identify their kinetic processes, re-
spectively. For the case of (a), the bond length of the O2 molecule
in the transition state is 1.346 Å, slightly larger than the value
of 1.316 Å obtained in the spin-unconserved case. However, the
dissociation barrier is significantly increased, by 0.224 eV; for the
case of (d), a larger barrier of 0.593 eV is also identified, while
for the case of (f), at the saddle point the dissociation barrier is
also slightly increased by about 0.086 eV, becoming 1.188 eV. Mo-
tivated by the above test, we have also performed spin-conserved
NEB calculations on all the other remained cases: (b), (c) and (e).
The results show that the dissociation barrier is 0.734, 0.755, and
0.881 eV, for case (b), (c), and (e), respectively, and the O–O
bond length (RO–O) is significantly increased in the saddle point,
see Table 2, compared with the results from non-conservation
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Fig. 4. (Color online.) Total and projected electronic density of states (PDOS) for O2 dissociative adsorption on the HP-W@Si12 cluster with a path (a) presented in Fig. 3.
(Initial), (Transition), and (Final) correspond to the initial state, transition state, and the final reacted product state, respectively. Fermi level has been shifted to zero, as
denoted by the dotted line.
calculations. Note also that for the case of (b), in spin-unconserved
calculations, O2 molecule can first molecularly chemisorb on the
cluster surface, see (b′), however, in the spin-conserved calcula-
tions, O2 molecule directly dissociates on the cluster by overcom-
ing a barrier of 0.734 eV from the initial weak adsorption state
with the O2 species intact. These results imply again that the spin
state of O2 molecule may play a key role in the reaction process.

Finally, we stress other factors that may also count for the
inertness of W@Si12 cluster. First, it is well known that in gen-
eral the inertness of a cluster is HOMO–LUMO gap dependent, i.e.,
the larger the HOMO–LUMO gap, the higher its stability. However,
the present calculations may generally underestimate the HOMO–
LUMO gap compared to the experimental values, due to the well-
known limitation of the current DFT calculation level. Therefore,
in the realistic case, the dissociation barrier may be even larger
than the calculated values. On the other hand, in realistic case,
large energy barrier (about 1.0 eV) should be conquered to excite
O2 molecule to a spin-singlet state from the ground state of spin-
triplet state [35]. However, in our DFT calculations the excitation
energy for such a transition seems to be significantly underesti-
mated (see Table 2, the barrier difference between spin-conserved
and spin-unconserved calculation is fairly small), may due to the
limitation of the current DFT calculation. Alternatively, excitation
W@Si12 cluster to a spin-triplet state may also readily trigger the
chemical reaction between W@Si12 cluster and O2 molecule, how-
ever, such excitation energy is 1.242 eV in our current calculations.
Another important factor is that initially, O2 can merely weakly ad-
sorb on the HP-W@Si12 cluster with a very shallow potential well
(several tens meV), and thus the reaction barrier for O2 on the
cluster obtained by both spin-constraint and spin-nonconstraint
NEB calculations is dramatically larger than the desorption barrier,
rendering the high inertness of W@Si12 cluster toward O2 reac-
tion in the framework of winger’s spin rule. These discussions are
very helpful to understand the inertness of HP-W@Si12 toward O2
molecules and other oxidation process at ambient temperature.

4. Summary

First-principles calculations have clarified the electronic struc-
ture and stability of the W@Si12 cluster under O2 molecule adsorp-
tion and reaction. Our results show that the W-encapsulated Si12
hexagonal prism cage is very inert to oxidation. The O2 molecule
only weakly adsorbs onto the cluster at relatively low tempera-
tures, in the range of several tens meV. However, significant reac-
tion barriers (0.593–1.118 eV) for the O2 molecule on the cluster
are identified on different adsorption sites, nevertheless, these re-
action paths are spin forbidden reactions according to Winger’s
spin selection rule. These results imply that O2 readily desorb from
the cluster surface rather than dissociate and oxide the W@Si12
cluster upon excitations. In high temperature and high pressure
conditions, the O2 molecules may dissociate on the preferential
edge site by overcoming a significantly large energy barrier.
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